EDITORIAL

Welcome New Societies

Dear Colleagues,
It is a great pleasure for the editorial team of JOLA to
start into the new year with only good news: two more
laser societies have chosen JOLA as their official publication.
We are proud to announce the participation of the
“Deutsches Zentrum für Orale Implantologie (DZOI) –
Sektion Laserzahnmedizin” and of the “Societatea Romania de Laseri in Stomatologie (SRLS)” in JOLA.
We are fully confident that these two societies will
enrich the spectrum of manuscripts presented in our
Journal to a great extent. The acceptance of JOLA
worldwide and the increasing number of citations of
manuscripts published in JOLA raise our hopes of
putting JOLA on the ranking list of scientific journals in
2005.
So, let us redouble our efforts to create a highly scientific, up-to-date journal, useful not only for researchers, but also for all the practitioners who
contribute to ESOLA’s strength and excellence.
Let me take the opportunity to send a special appeal
to all laser practitioners: the editors of JOLA want to
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encourage you to present your cases in our journal. It
is our firm belief that JOLA needs your practical experience and reflection on the scientific themes presented
in the “science” section. The case reports do not need
to follow the same strict guidelines that apply to the
scientific publications, but should present your point of
view on daily work with lasers. In other words, don’t
hesitate to send a manuscript!
ESOLA is preparing what we think will be the event
of the year – the Laser Congress 2005 in Barcelona.
We hope the meeting will live up to expectations and
demonstrate the significance ESOLA has reached in the
landscape of laser dentistry today.
I am looking forward to meeting all of you in May in
the beautiful capitol of Catalania – Barcelona.
Sincerely yours,

DDr. Franziska Beer
Managing Editor
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